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Abstract:  This paper is aimed toward vitality vanquish in routing that correlate the AODV with altered 

AODV. Our own shelves counseled a haul honest trounce protocol for migrant advert hoc networks. The 

tenet of the manner used hither selects a routing rail via bloating the heft a few of the expedient paths. There 

are 3 specs in mod-AODV which might be warn to forecast the substance of the viable route: the cumulative 

coalition echelon period, the itinerary electricity, and the hop depend. Itinerary choice is primarily based on 

the hefty fee of each viable course. In a viable route, the better the heft cost, the higher is its suitability for 

site visitor’s distribution. Clone consequences pageant that the proposed AODV outrun AODV in particular 

in an state of affairs with slight mobility.  

 

Index Terms - Energy Dynamic Routing, AODV, M-AODV(Altered AODV) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The breakneck stationing of sovereign migrant users is preferred for the following procreation of cellular 

community structures. These network schemes may be perceive as utilizations of Migrant Ad Hoc 

Networks. A MANET is an impartial series of migrant users that divulge over cell hyperlinks. With the 

migrant nodes the network topology modifications breakneck. The network is dispersed, where all network 

company counting exploring the topology and conveying messages have to be completed with the nodes 

themselves, i.e., routing provider could be integrated into migrant nodes. . MANETs need dynamic scattered 

algorithms to decide network alignment, hyperlink slate, and routing. The nodes choose to emanate as little 

power as decisive and impact as infrequently as possible, therefore abates the chance of detection or 

interception. A lapse in any of these requirements might also degrade the overall performance and 

dependability of the network. The intention of our work is to offer a function contrast for the altered AODV 

protocol that balances the load on diverse itineraries and AODV routing protocol. 

II. ALTERED AODV 

In the altered AODV routing protocol, the community visitors is lightly scattered by means of the usage of 

the records available in the community. The fundamental concept is to select a routing path that consists of 

nodes with higher strength and therefore longer existence in order to lessen the routing overhead and quit-to-

give up postpone through distributing the packets over the path that is much less applied. The itinerary 

figuring out parameters used in our modifications are defined as follows:  
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1. Itinerary Energy (RE): The itinerary power is the sum of power possessed by means of nodes falling on 

a itinerary. Higher the itinerary strength, lesser is the chance of itinerary failure because of exhausted 

nodes.  

2. Aggregate Interface Queue Length (AIQL): The sum of interface queue lengths of all of the 

intermediate nodes from the supply node to the contemporary node.  

3. Hop depend (HC): The HC is the variety of hops for a possible course.  

 

The routing method concerned in any routing protocol can be categorized into three important divisions: 

1. Itinerary Discovery, 2. Itinerary Selection and 3. Itinerary Maintenance. By enforcing our load 

balancing functions successfully in AODV, we've altered the Itinerary Discovery and Itinerary Selection 

procedure. 

III. ITINERARY DISCOVERY  

The itinerary discovery method is much like that of Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing 

protocol. Whenever a node wants to ship data packets to every other node and if there is no itinerary to be 

had for that destination node in the routing table, the supply node initiates itinerary discovery through 

broadcasting the RREQ (Itinerary Request) packet to all of its neighboring nodes [4]. After receiving the 

RREQ packet all nodes make sure whether or not there is a opposite itinerary to that supply node. If 

there's no reverse itinerary to be had inside the routing desk, they replace the opposite itinerary to the 

corresponding source node of their itinerary desk. 

Then if it's far the destination node, it is able to ship the RREP packet to the supply node inside the equal 

reverse itinerary. If it isn't the destination node, it truly forwards the RREQ packet in the direction of the 

destination node even though they may have itinerary records of their routing table for that destination 

node. The vacation spot will receive multiple copies of the RREQ packets and every of those RREQ 

packets will arrive at vacation spot after traveling in distinct itinerary paths. The destination node 

responds to all of the RREQ packets by sending the RREP packets to every of them in the equal path 

wherein the corresponding RREQ packets reached the vacation spot node.  

Normally in AODV, the RREP packet will incorporate statistics like HOP Count, Sequence quantity, 

however in our altered AODV to better distribute the traffic load lightly we added  extra details and 

they're Itinerary Remaining Energy and Aggregate Interface Queue duration inside the itinerary course. 

Initially the destination node adds its Remaining Energy and Queue period, and then forwards the RREP 

to the next intermediate node in the opposite direction. When the RREP packets reach the intermediate 

nodes, it sums up their ultimate energy and queue duration. Finally when the RREP packet reaches the 

source node, it incorporates the sum of the remaining energy and the entire statistics packets waiting 

inside the queue of the intermediate nodes alongside the itinerary route wherein the RREP packets arrived 

the supply node.   

Source node NS [16] wants to find a course to vacation spot node Nd. Suppose that z is the quantity of 

migrant nodes and N is the set of migrant nodes, i.E.,  , wherein  , 1 ≤ s, d, i ≤ z and s ≠ d, we count on 

that node Ni is an intermediate node that receives the RREQ packet. 

If (node   is the destination node  )   

4. Destination node Nd adds its closing electricity (RE), combination interface queue length (AIQL), and 

hop be counted (HC) to the RREP packet.  

Five. Destination node Nd forwards the RREP packet towards the supply node alongside the path in 

which the RREQ packet arrived the vacation spot node.  

6. A vacation spot node sends a respond for each RREQ packet arriving at the destination node after 

journeying different itinerary direction.  

7. The intermediate node forwards the itinerary reply towards the source node NS.  

 

Else Node Ni forwards the RREQ packet to the neighboring node. 
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IV. ITINERARY SELECTION 

After receiving all of the itinerary RREP packets the source node then computes the heft value for every 

itinerary. The itinerary i is calculated based on the following:  

Itinerary electricity is taken as a component keeping due to the fact MANETs has scarce strength sources. 

Using a itinerary regularly while different itineraries are idle or under load may bring about network 

instability. The mixture interface queue duration offers us the idea about how busy our itinerary is. Its 

highest fee depicts a better load at the itinerary. Thus, this parameter helps in determining the closely 

loaded itinerary. If every intermediate host has a large roaming location and the MANET has many nodes 

(and hops), then a viable direction with a low hop count is choosed and hence the metric hop remember 

has been considered for itinerary choice. Our protocol efficaciously combines all the 3 parameters with 

weighing elements C1, C2 and C3. The values of those elements may be chosen as according to the 

requirements, e.G. Energy is very important for MANETs will have extra heft than different elements. 

The destructive contribution to traffic distribution is constructed into poor co dynamics. The path with the 

most heft price is chosen because the number one routing route among all viable paths. 

V. ITINERARY MAINTENANCE 

The itinerary preservation manner is carried on every occasion the itinerary is energetic and information 

packets are impacted. In MANET a link failure takes place while a migrant node actions out of its 

transmission range. Since the mobility of the node is high in MANET hyperlinks breaks without 

problems. Whenever an intermediate unearths a hyperlink failure, it announces a RERR (Itinerary Error) 

packet to other migrant nodes. After receiving a RERR packet, the source node initiates a new itinerary 

discovery or finds an alternative direction. 

 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  

    The clones of the AODV and altered AODV routing protocols are accomplished using NS-2.34 network 

simulator. We have   used NS-2.34 for clones. As cited earlier, we have performed a evaluation study with 

AODV and the altered AODV. The AODV protocol in NS-2[44],[45],[46] continues a ship buffer of sixty 

four packets used in itinerary discovery. The maximum waiting time within the send buffer at some stage 

in itinerary discovery is 30 seconds. If the packet is inside the ship buffer for greater than 30 seconds, the 

packet is dropped. The length of the interface buffer of each node for clone is taken as 50 packets. The 

clone state of affairs is built with 50 migrant nodes and the data transmission will take place between three 

pair of nodes at one-of-a-kind periods of time. The records transmission between all of the 3 pair of nodes 

are traced and all the required parameters are logged inside the trace file. These hint files are later analyzed 

to evaluate the performance of the protocol. 

The effects are plotted as graphs; every graph pageants a assessment among the performance of the AODV 

and altered AODV on numerous parameters like throughput, routing delay, packet shipping ratio, packet 

loss , packet obtained and energy fed on.  

The graphs festival 6 curves (3 for AODV and 3 for altered AODV) . Each curve represents the values for 

a supply and sink  pair. 
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Fig 4.1 Throughput comparison between AODV and altered AODV 

Graph details 

X- axis – Time   

Y-axis – Throughput. 

Maximum Throughput for AODV – nine.00, nine.00, nine.00 respectively for each source sink pair. 

Maximum Throughput for altered AODV – 12.00, 15.00, 21.00 respectively for each supply sink pair. 

From the above graph, it's miles very clean that the altered AODV is exhibiting higher throughput in all 

the cases. 

Routing postpone among AODV and altered AODV: 

     The following fig. Four.2 pageants the evaluation of AODV and altered AODV for Routing postpone. 

      The above graph pageants that routing put off in both the routing delay is nearly same to each other. 

Since the site visitors situation utilized in those experiments is regular loads, there's no a lot distinction in 

the routing delay. If the variety of nodes is increased, then without a doubt the altered AODV can have 

less routing delay. 

      Packet Delivery Ratio: 

      The Packet shipping ratio of Aodv and adjusted AODV is compared, and the result is pageantn 

inside the beneath diagram fig.    4.Three. 

The altered AODV is pageanting high PDR ranging above 18.00 in the records transfer among source 1 

and sink 1 pair. Since the AODV is having less PDR it pageants the packet losses are quite excessive in 

AODV, which is the maximum crucial drawback in AODV. 

Packet Loss : 

      The contrast of packet loss between AODV and changed AODV is represented by the following Figure  

Fig. Four. Four.  

      The above graph pageants that the packet loss during the statistics switch among supply 2 and sink 2 pair 

is high. This high loss may be because of excessive visitors in the network. Since packet loss is 

excessive, it will lead to a throughput reduction within the network. 

       Packets Received 

       The  Comparison of AODV and adjusted AODV for the packets acquired is pageant through the fig. 

Four.5. 

       As inferred from the previous graph, the wide variety of packets received for the source sink pair 2 is 

very low. This pageants     that the consequences are very accurate and calculations are achieved without 

any mistake. 

Energy Consumption 

The energy intake of AODV and altered AODV is compared and the outcomes are pageant in the 

following Fig.4.6. 

All the curves pageant that electricity fed on all through the statistics transfer between all of the supply 

and sink levels around four.00 x 103  devices. But whilst looking at info, the altered AODV is eating 
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power barely better than AODV. This is due to the reality that at the side of information packets, 3 

different control parameters also are sent. This can be rectified inside the future that altered AODV will 

consume much less strength. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper has concluded that altered AODV is out accomplishing AODV in all of the clone schemes. 

The altered ADOV selects a routing course by using maximizing the heft some of the viable paths. The 3 

itineraries choice parameters used in our altered AODV are the aggregate interface queue duration, the 

itinerary electricity and the hop depend. The major disadvantages of the AODV routing protocol were 

conquer inside the altered AODV. The routing put off and the energy consumption are low in altered 

AODV when in comparison to the unique AODV. 
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